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SQLiteSpy Crack

SQLiteSpy is a small-sized and easy-to-use program that enables users to manage SQLite databases in a friendly working

environment. It comes packed with limited features. As installation is not a prerequisite, you can just drop the executable file

somewhere on the hard disk and run it directly. It is also possible to move SQLite to a USB flash disk or similar storage unit,

in order to run it on any machine without prior installers. An important factor to take into account is that the Windows registry

is not updated with new entries, and file traces do not remain on the system once the program is removed. The package also

includes a DB3 database for testing purposes. Files can be loaded into the workspace using the file browser only, since the drag-

and-drop support is not featured. The app supports SQLITE, SQLITE3, DB and DB3 formats. You can attach additional

databases, build new SQL queries, view, copy and drop tables, edit cells, view “select” and “create” statements, as well as

check out indexes, triggers and collations. It is possible to execute the entire SQL query or just a selection, analyze and

vacuum the database, convert text to Unicode characters, enable read-only mode, set the decimal separator, as well as ignore

regular expression matching cases. SQLiteSpy does not put a strain on system performance, as it runs on a very low amount of

CPU and RAM. It has a good response time and works well, without causing the operating system to hang, crash or pop up

error dialogs. All in all, SQLiteSpy offers a simple solution to viewing and executing SQL queries. 2017-05-13 13:37:17

SQLiteSpy We introduce SQLiteSpy. A well designed, user friendly, simple and easy to use application. SQLiteSpy is

designed to read, modify and write data to the sqlite databases. SQLiteSpy is a lightweight SQLite database manager for

Windows based applications. SQLiteSpy is a well designed, user friendly, simple and easy to use application. SQLiteSpy is a

lightweight database manager. All features are designed to be easy to use and to allow a user to perform tasks without being a

programmer. SQLiteSpy is the new way to manage SQLite databases in Windows applications, regardless of the programming

language. SQLiteSpy

SQLiteSpy Crack + Incl Product Key

- Working with SQLite databases - Analyzing databases and checking data - Viewing and dropping tables - Inserting, updating,

deleting and rolling back data - Manage indexes, triggers, collations and more KEYMACRO also includes the following

features: - SQLite3 support - View and execute SQL queries - Attach additional databases - Backup and restore databases -

Add new columns to tables - Create new tables - Add indexes to tables - New rows to tables - Drop tables - Add new columns

to tables - Edit cells - Filter cells - Convert to Unicode - Duplicate table names - Locate database name - Set decimal separator

- Ignore regular expressions - Read-only mode - Vacuum - Build new queries - Analyze tables - Update database - Delete

columns and rows - Convert text to Unicode - Edit cells - View and drop tables - Locate database name - Insert columns -

Duplicate table name - Add new columns - Create new tables - Add new rows - Convert text to Unicode - Read-only mode -

Show table names - VACUUM - Delete columns and rows - Split database - View indexes - View and drop table names - View

and drop tables - Edit cells - VACUUM - Delete columns and rows - View and drop table names - View and drop tables - Edit

cells - Convert text to Unicode - Ignore regular expressions - View and drop table names - View and drop tables - Edit cells -

Copy tables - Attach new database - View and drop tables - View and drop table names - Edit cells - Attach new database -

View and drop table names - Edit cells - Attach new database - View and drop tables - View and drop table names - Edit cells -

Attach new database - View and drop tables - View and drop table names - Edit cells - Attach new database - View and drop

tables - View and drop table names - Edit cells - Attach new database - View and drop tables - View and drop table names -

Edit cells - Attach new database - View and drop tables - View and drop table names - Edit cells - Attach new database - View

and drop tables 77a5ca646e
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SQLiteSpy Full Product Key

SQLiteSpy is a small-sized and easy-to-use program that enables users to manage SQLite databases in a friendly working

environment. It comes packed with limited features. As installation is not a prerequisite, you can just drop the executable file

somewhere on the hard disk and run it directly. It is also possible to move SQLite to a USB flash disk or similar storage unit,

in order to run it on any machine without prior installers. An important factor to take into account is that the Windows registry

is not updated with new entries, and file traces do not remain on the system once the program is removed. The package also

includes a DB3 database for testing purposes. Files can be loaded into the workspace using the file browser only, since the drag-

and-drop support is not featured. The app supports SQLITE, SQLITE3, DB and DB3 formats. You can attach additional

databases, build new SQL queries, view, copy and drop tables, edit cells, view “select” and “create” statements, as well as

check out indexes, triggers and collations. It is possible to execute the entire SQL query or just a selection, analyze and

vacuum the database, convert text to Unicode characters, enable read-only mode, set the decimal separator, as well as ignore

regular expression matching cases. SQLiteSpy does not put a strain on system performance, as it runs on a very low amount of

CPU and RAM. It has a good response time and works well, without causing the operating system to hang, crash or pop up

error dialogs. All in all, SQLiteSpy offers a simple solution to viewing and executing SQL queries. Version: 1.1.1 Review:

More... AppsDb is an easy to use and free database for Mac. It is simple and easy to use as it does not need installation. Its

features include automatic backup, multiple data types, sorting and filtering and is also capable of saving. More... Przemek

Pstryga added a comment on 1/29/09 9:57 PM - edited Aseprite is a wonderful example of what can be accomplished with a

software and hardware package such as WINE. However, I still think that a proper OpenGL/GLUT3 package would be

awesome! I was bored on Sat, so I wrote a quick prototype of a database viewer for the Mac. Windows I

What's New in the?

SQLiteSpy is a small-sized and easy-to-use program that enables users to manage SQLite databases in a friendly working

environment. It comes packed with limited features. As installation is not a prerequisite, you can just drop the executable file

somewhere on the hard disk and run it directly. It is also possible to move SQLite to a USB flash disk or similar storage unit,

in order to run it on any machine without prior installers. An important factor to take into account is that the Windows registry

is not updated with new entries, and file traces do not remain on the system once the program is removed. The package also

includes a DB3 database for testing purposes. Files can be loaded into the workspace using the file browser only, since the drag-

and-drop support is not featured. The app supports SQLITE, SQLITE3, DB and DB3 formats. You can attach additional

databases, build new SQL queries, view, copy and drop tables, edit cells, view “select” and “create” statements, as well as

check out indexes, triggers and collations. It is possible to execute the entire SQL query or just a selection, analyze and

vacuum the database, convert text to Unicode characters, enable read-only mode, set the decimal separator, as well as ignore

regular expression matching cases. SQLiteSpy does not put a strain on system performance, as it runs on a very low amount of

CPU and RAM. It has a good response time and works well, without causing the operating system to hang, crash or pop up

error dialogs. All in all, SQLiteSpy offers a simple solution to viewing and executing SQL queries. SQLiteSpy Features:
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System Requirements:

512 MB RAM 2GB hard disk space Windows XP Windows Vista Windows 7 Windows 8 The game is compatible with most

all Windows versions, including Windows 7 and 8. How to play: The game supports keyboard and mouse. To play online,

open up the Steam client and log into your account. If you have a game account on the Steam website, you can select that

Steam account to log into Steam instead of creating a new account. Note: You will not be able to
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